
 

WARRANTY COVERAGAE FOR SOLIS MODEL TRACTORS 

Warranty will be applicable from date of delivery to first original retail purchaser.  

 Power Train warranty will be 60 months or 3000 Hrs whichever comes earlier & it consist of following: Engine- 

include complete crankcase, cylinder head, timing gear & covers, and all the parts contained therein. It does 

not include external engine parts like fuel system, cooling system, electrical system, intake or exhaust parts, 

seals & gaskets. Transmission- it covers gear box, differential housings, clutch housing, drive axles, PTO 

housing and all the parts contained therein. It does not include clutch plates, linkages, cables, bearings, 

steering cylinders, hydraulic pump, composite valve & power steering unit etc.   

Warranty for other than Engine & Transmission components- within 36 Months or 2000 Hrs, whichever comes 

earlier.  

 Proprietary items- within 12 Months or 1000 working hours, whichever comes earlier.  

WARRANTY TERMS AND CONDITION- 

(A) During warranty period authorized dealer will repair the tractor by replacing the failed parts from 

their stock which are supplied by ITL.  

(B) Warranty would be applicable for first retail purchaser only.  

(C)  Once a Tractor is purchased / delivered, it will not be returned or replaced. It will be repaired only as 

per ITL warranty Policy.   

(D) Warranty for proprietary items like Fuel Injection Pump, self-starter, alternator, batteries, tyres and 

tubes shall be settled as per terms and conditions of the concerned manufacturer provided the 

repairable items have not been repaired from any other sources/ supporting bills required in such 

case.  

(E)  Warranty will seize if tractor used with wrong implement, misuse, overloaded, driver negligence, 

accidents, theft, tempering & any unauthorized modification.  

(F) Warranty will become in operative in case not servicing as per ITL recommendation, poor 

maintenance, wrong or adulterated fuel or lubricant used.  

(G)  ITL’s responsibility is limited to the terms of the warranty, and it shall not be answerable for 

personnel injuries or consequential or resulting liability, damage or loss arising from any defects.   

(H) ITL reserve to make changes in design or introduce any improvement or add any part on product at 

any time without incurring any obligation to install the same on products previously sold. 

 

WHAT IS NOT COVERED UNDER WARRANTY 

 

(I) Electrical fitment like bulbs, fuses and glasses do not come under warranty unless indirectly caused by any 

other obvious fault of the manufacturer. At the time of delivery, the customer should ensure that these 

things are in proper order because after that customer himself is responsible.  

(J) Normal wear and tear of the components such as drive belts, brake & clutch linings, wiper blades, 

rubber parts etc are not covered under warranty.   

(K) Normal maintenance services, brake & clutch adjustments, fuel system cleaning, belts adjustments 

are not covered under warranty.  

(L)  This policy does not include replacement of filters, fuel, lubricants, coolant, hardware items, plastic 

material & other consumables.  Use of Non-Genuine spares & Lubricants will invalidate this warranty.  

(M) Leakage of Air Conditioner Gas.  

(N) Parts lost in field are not covered under warranty.  



(O) Normal aging, deterioration such as discoloration, fading, deformation or rusting of plated parts not 

covered under warranty.  

(P) Paint chipping or glass crack due to hit by road elements.  

(Q)  Tractor in which odometer has been disconnected or tempered.  

(R) In case of any repair, customer will have to bear the cost of lubricant & coolant.   

(S) If any work outsourced like welding, machining operation, transportation, labour charges etc will not 

be covered under warranty.   

(T) Mishandling / Vehicle abuse / non -follow up of instructions & guidelines as provided in the owner’s 

manual.  

(U)  Any commercial/incidental losses such as rental charges, loss of time, conveyance, inconvenience etc 

will not be covered under warranty.  


